


The Univela sport centre is 
open since 2012 with the 
specific intent to host 
trainings and regattas. 

Campione del Garda is a 
unique place on the north-
west side of the Lake Garda 
with specific wind conditions, 
perfect for sailing 
professionals and beginners.
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Univela is a compact venue that includes all 
administration, race management, storage and 
launching areas, racing areas, accommodation, media 
center, ceremonies and restaurant facilities.

Competitors can prepare the boat on the grass or on 
the rubber mats, launch from the ramp in be on the 
racecourse in 5 minutes time.





We have 3 classrooms 30m2 each that can be unite in a 
single big room. 
During events we set up the rooms for:
- Registration and front office
- Race office
- Jury office
- Media center 

All office areas have furniture, electricity, high speed 
internet (wifi). All are protected from wind, sand, dust, 
rain and have access to printers and copy machines.





Measurements Area

We have an hangar 12 meters high where we can store 
several boats with the mast rigged. 

The set up is working perfectly as measurements room with 
all the necessary tools.





Competitors will find shaded area with protection from the 
elements.

Official flagpole is near the race office and near the stage 
with interview backdrop.

Mooring facilities for 25 coach boats, all race committee 
boats and rescue boats, media boats (press, photography and 
television).







Excellent sailing conditions

Morning Afternoon
Wind Speed 15-25 Knots 8-15 Knots
Racing Hours 8:30 to 11:30 13:00 to 17:00
Direction N-NE S-SW
Waves 0,5 – 1,5 m 0,2– 1 m





8000m2 Boat Park

12 meters high hangar 

for rigged boats and 

mast deposit

55 meters Wide Ramp

6 tons crane

Race Committee Vessel

8 motorboats 

8 electric marks
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BOAT PARK
8000 m2

190 Boats, 100 Catamarans, 250 Boards
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HANGAR
12 meters high
Measurements heaven J
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CRANE
6 tons
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RAMP
50 meters long
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VESSEL
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SUPPORT RIBS
Total of 8, for safety 
and coaching
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ELECTRIC 
MARKS
7 Red and 2 Yellow
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PROFESSIONAL 
GYM
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Univela is  the perfect place for those who 

want to go out on the boat regularly, train in 

the gym and have everything at hand:

Rooms for 1 to 5

Apartmentaments for 1 to 8

Breakfast at 6:30 upon request

Restaurant for 150-250 people

Gym for training sessions

Hangar for measurementes

Classrooms for up to 120 people

Boat washing point

Boat Park 

Trailers parking
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KITE
SCHOOL
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KITE / WING
LIFT & RENT
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SAILING
SCHOOL
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DINGHY
CATAMARANS
FOILING 
COURSES & RENT
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SUP / KAYAK
EXCURSIONS & RENT
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ROOMS
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People Taking Care of 
People

170 BEDS
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42 ROOMS
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4 ROOMS
PARALYMPICS
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10
APARTMENTS 

AND LOFTS
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We have reorganized the spaces and paths in compliance with 

the safety distances of each individual guest.

We clean the surfaces with disposable microfibre cloths, pre-

impregnated with chlorine alcohol base capable of removing 

99.99% of the bacteria in the main points of contact such as 

switches, push-button panels, handles, telephones, POS, tablets, 

chairs and doors.

We disinfect the floors several times a day, with microfibre mop 

pre-impregnated with hypochlorite disinfectant at a concentration 

of 0.1% of active chlorine.

Every day we treat all the rooms for common use with 

professional ozone generators ideal for sanitizing the 

environments in a natural way from bacteria, virus, fungi, 

parasites.

COMMON SPACES
DISTANCE, HYGIENE, SANITATION AND DISINFECTION.



We installed at the entrance a thermal 
imaging camera with mask detection and 
body temperature 34-45 ° C.

Everyone will be asked to use the mask in 
the interior spaces. If a guest does not have 
his own, we will provide it to him from the 
reception.

“Safe Check-In” protected by a plexiglas 
panel. Check-in and check-out procedures 
with document scanning via tablet and 
digital signature.

GENERAL PREVENTION
WELCOME ON BOARD



RESTAURANT



www.campioneunivela.it

15O SEATS INSIDE
+ 100 SEATS OUTSIDE



SUCCESS 
STORIES



MOTH WORLDS D-ONE EUROPEANS LASER NATIONALS 470
NATIONALS LASER4000 EUROPEANS HOBIECAT EUROPEANS
O’PENBIC NATIONALS 49ER NATIONALS WASZP
INTERNATIONAL GAMES SPLASH WORLDS F18 NATIONALS
FORMULA-KITE WORLDS CICO ITALIAN NATIONALS A-CAT
NATIONALS IQFOIL INTERNATIONAL GAMES OPTIMIST
KINDER TROPHY IQFOIL YOUTH&JUNIOR WORLDS OPTIMIST
MERINGA CUP 18-FOOTERS CUP FLYING-DUTCHMAN
WORLDS NACRA 15 WORLDS RACEBOARD MASTERS
WORLDS WINGFOIL WORLDS FORMULA KITE GRANPRIX
PARALYMPIC TEST-EVENT SPLASH EUROPEANS OPTIMIST
TEAMRACE WINGFOIL EUROPEANS FINN EURO-MASTERS



PARTNERS





JOIN US




